iNOC for Cloud Based
Agile Billing and
Monetization Platform
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The client is one of the leading Cloud-based monetization
platforms for subscription and usage-based businesses in US and
they have catered to more than 60 enterprises across the globe.
The central theme of their business model is to remove billing
bottlenecks and allows companies to rapidly introduce and evolve
their offerings, bundles and promotions. They provide speed and
agility to scale in the cloud, delivers actionable customer insights,
and empowers business users with direct control to better
monetize their offerings. They have their headquarters in San
Francisco, CA with field offices throughout the world.

Being a cloud billing solution provider, the
client’s everyday operations were highly critical
in nature and their business operations
demanded very high availability of their
application (maintaining the downtime lesser
than 21 min and uptime of 99.5% per month is
mandatory). As the client’s operations were
mainly solution oriented, they found it harder to
manage their robust systems and stay on top of
their SLAs.

From a technical perspective, they found it
challenging to deploy their existing IT capabilities
in a 24*7 monitoring and maintenance mission.
The nature of the client’s product demanded a
continuous maintenance system as even smaller
downtimes or application issues can impact their
business.

Aspire offered a solution that would serve as the first line of
support to the application, infrastructure alerts and custom
reported issues. They developed a customizable IT infrastructure
monitoring and management framework iNOC (Integrated
Network Operations Center) that offers maximum availability,
problem management, configuration & change management,
network security, performance & policy monitoring, reporting,
quality assurance, scheduling and documentation.

iNOC Modules:
Aspire’s iNOC has been designed with the sensibility and
understanding of every business’ infrastructure need and it is
highly customizable to suit the customers’ requirements. There are
five key modules in its architecture:

Solution that
would serve as
the first line of
support to the
customer
reporting
any issues.

Remote Monitoring and Management
Offers end-to-end monitoring with real time
information on the IT assets and inventory. It also has
alert management (analyses root cause of alerts,
provide risk mitigation, initiates action and records
logs) and intelligent reporting programs. Aspire’s team
built a live dashboard system that offers a holistic view
of the incidents as the team works on it.

Security
Manages end point protection, backups, events and
security information and offers Continual Risk
Assessment.

Automation
Aspire’s team is building “Runbook”, an integrated
system that provides an end-to-end automation
solution; from incident trigger to generating the final
report of its resolution.

Analytics
Manages the analysis part of the solution including
capacity planning & management and predictive,
behavioural and application infrastructure analysis. IT
Operations Analytics (ITOA) consolidates alerts, events
and applies big data principles to provide valuable
insights.

New Technology Transformation
This module is to manage new improvements in the
technologies to meet the growing demands and
challenges of IT. The module also offers suggestion on
using new tools and improvements for existing IT
infrastructure.

Aspire has a dedicated 8-member iNOC team that is responsible
for managing the client’s infrastructure and immediate addressing
of the issues so that the client stays on top of their business SLAs.
Communication between the internal customers and the iNOC
team is done via phone and ticketing system- an incident
management process that involves detection, investigation,
resolution and closing of incidents.

All of Aspire’s processes are aligned with the ITIL standards.
Service delivery is handled only by highly experienced and
certified engineers to make sure that there is no compromise
in the quality of work.
A dedicated iNOC bay, with a backup bandwidth (with all
required provisions to make sure 99.99% of uptime and
support), is allocated to handle operations round the clock.

Server monitoring: Nagios, Zabbix
Application Monitoring: Webmetrics
Network Monitoring: Solarwinds, IP Monitor, PRTG,
MRTG, Cisco ASDM, ManageEngine - Netflow
Analyser, Whatsup Gold
Alert Monitoring: Pagerduty
Log Management: Splunk
Security: Sourcefire Defence centre- IDS, Symantec
EndPoint, McAfee ePO, ESET
Antivirus: Symantec EndPoint, McAfee ePO, ESET
Database Management: Oracle 11g Rac, Oracle SQL
developer, PLSQL and Toad
Testing: Soap UI & Soap UI Pro
Automation: Rundeck
Development: PHP & API
Ticketing tools: JIRA
Scripting: Perl
Platform: Red Hat Linux

iNOC Monitoring Workflow

Pager duty triggers voice message and mail alert to iNOC

Reduced cost of operations up to 40%.

Optimized infrastructure and application
availability.

Increase in the uptime (higher than the mandatory
99.95%) and decrease in SLA breaches by 70%.

Aspire’s comprehensive management solution, iNOC, has reduced
the IT burden on the client organization and tightened the
security and availability of their infrastructure to great levels. This
solution will allow them to efficiently scale up their bandwidth to
accommodate billing products and services to many more clients
in the future.

